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26.06.2023

Press release: It’s time to focus on the dairy market!

Representatives from 14 European countries call for an end to political ignorance in the EU
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31.05.2023

World Milk Day on 1st June: Open letter to the European Union by EMB, ECVC, APLI and
Confédération paysanne as well as by OXFAM, SOS FAIM and CFSI

Have a crisis prevention instrument in the dairy sector in place now – take the pressure off the EU market and thus off
producers in the EU and in Africa
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23.05.2023

Executive/Communications Assistant (DE, EN, FR) (35 hours per week)

Do you have good organisational skills?

Do you enjoy communicating with international associations?

We have the right job for you!

Start date: as soon as possible
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26.04.2023

Price drop in the dairy sector

“When prices fall well below production costs, it’s not a market correction, but a total exploitation of our farmers and our
food system”
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24.04.2023

Newsletter Fair Milk edition online!

As many of you know, the European Milk Board (EMB) was created more than fifteen years ago to denounce the end of
milk quotas in Europe. In parallel, the EMB proposed other solutions to maintain a regulatory system of some kind that is
necessary in order to avoid overproduction and to ensure decent prices (see proposals of our…
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17.04.2023

47.73 cents: German dairy producers’ costs for 2022 reach all-time high

Producers deeply concerned over falling milk prices
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27.02.2023

Halt volume increase on the dairy market and stop price dumping by retailer brands

EMB press conference at the International Agricultural Show in Paris (SIA)
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21.02.2023

Invitation to joint press conference at agricultural fair in Paris on 28 February at 10:30

A faltering market: Political decisions must be made now for a future fair and crisis-free dairy production!
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15.02.2023

Newsletter January/February 2023 online!

Although we're already a good month into the new year, I would still like to wish you all the very best and good health for
2023. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all EMB members who supported my election as President of the
European Milk Board at the General Assembly in December 2022. I will do my utmost to…
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19.01.2023

Reality check a major blow to political objectives

The objective of having a regional, independent, and sustainable agriculture cannot be reached with the current EU policy.
Reforms are urgently needed!
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